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Gertsenshteĭn effect

Dr. Carlos Tamarit summarized earlier
M.E. Gertsenshteĭn, “Wave resonance
of light and gravitational waves”, Sov.
Phys. JETP 14(1) 84-85 (1962)
Static magnetic B field +
electromagnetic wave produces
gravitational wave of same frequency
(ω), wavelength, & direction (k)
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Inverse Gertsenshteĭn effect

Gertsenshteĭn: “From general relativity
follows also the possibility of the
inverse conversion of gravitational
waves into light waves, but this
problem is hardly of interest”
Order of magnitude estimates: very
insensitive as a HFGW detector

kGW and kEM
PPF

Li effect, basic configuration

B

Establish static magnetic B field
Add microwave beam (typically ~ few
GHz)
Couples with incident HFGW of same
frequency (ω), direction, & wavelength
(k) (synchro-resonant condition)
Produces perturbative photon flux
(PPF) perpendicular to both B and k

L.P. Grishchuk, Proc. 2nd High-Frequency Gravitational Wave Symposium, Austin, #6, 19
September 2007, http://www.gravwave.com/docs/Grishchuk%20%20HFGW%20Lect.pdf

Detection of relic HFGW

Li-Baker detector configuration
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JASON report

“High Frequency Gravitational Waves”,
JASON JSR-08-506 (2008):
“One such proposal introduces an
additional EMW0 with the same
frequency as the GW and the very
weak EMW it generates in passing
through the strong B0 region. This is
well understood “homodyning” of the
weak signal”
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JASON report

The JASON analysis is incorrect
The Li effect is NOT superposition of an
EM wave homodyne onto the inverse
Gertsenshteĭn effect
If so, detected photons would have the
kGW,EM
same k as the added EM wave
PPF
In fact, Li predicts PPF to be
perpendicular to both B and k
B
The standard of JASON diagrams and
language is also a concern

GW and EM interaction

Perturbed EM fields are
E = − hB ck lexp ( i  k z −  t )
B = + hB k lexp ( i  k z −  t )
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where l = interaction length
h = HFGW amplitude
… signifies oscillatory
_ signifies constant value
So photon flux is  EH
and is proportional to h2 in z direction

Added Gaussian EM beam fields
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where ψ = E or H field
r2 = x2 + y2 = radius from vertical axis
f = πW02/λEM
W = W0[1 + (z/f )2] = cross-section
radius of GB at z
R = z + f 2/z = curvature radius of GB
wave-front
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Li effect: detecting the PPF
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Total PPF photons/time received is
N =  n dydz  n S
(S = receiver area)
& total noise photons/time is N =  n dydz  n
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Li effect: detecting the PPF
Over time t, total Nx(0)t noise (BPF)
photons collected
with standard deviation (Nx(0)t)
Total Nx(1)t PPF signal photons collected
So condition for observation of PPF is
(Nx(0)t) < Nx(1)t
Or, minimum observation time is
Nx(0)/(Nx(1))2

Li-Baker detector design
Typical proposed design parameters:
Applied magnetic field By = 3.0 T
EM beam 10 W over radius W0 = 6 cm
Frequency 2.9 GHz (cf oven 2.45 GHz)
Receiver aperture S = 1.510−2 m2
Interaction (chamber) length l = 6.0 m
Suppose relic HFGW amplitude h = 10−27
@ 2.9 GHz

Li-Baker detector design
 PPF is ~5.35105 photons/s
Photon energy ω = 1.910–24 J at 2.9 GHz
Gaussian Beam (GB) 10 W at 2.9 GHz 
5.21024 photons/s
 Observation time t > 10 hr ☺
Relic detection requires spurious photon flux
< PPF (not needed, to detect variable HFGW)
 < 1 in ~1019 spillover (GB photons
spuriously scattered perpendicularly) required
for relic HFGW detection

Li-Baker detector design
Spurious scatter
includes diffraction
from microwave
optics and
containment walls

Must minimize
spurious reflections
from container
(TEM mode)

Diffraction from internal reflector

Estimate of
diffraction from
typical microwave
concentrators
~4×10–7

GB direction of
propagation
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Current issues with this detector
Use of Poynting vector to calculate perpendicular
photon flux having field variation
 exp(i[kGWz – ωGWt])
How to generate a longitudinal mode EM beam?
How can spillover from the transmitter be
reduced sufficiently?

How can spurious reflections and diffraction from
the applied EM Beam be minimized?
Can perturbed electric field (~210−16 V/m  h) or
perturbed magnetic field (~410−19 A/m  h) be
detected independently of photons?

Conclusions
Questions remain over Li effect
◼ Spillover, breakthrough, or diffraction from
Gaussian EM Beam are major problems
◼ Not necessarily insoluble
◼ Embedded conventional reflector will not work
(too much diffraction)
◼ External reflectors or use of meta-material
concentrators may give usable performance
◼ Efficient absorption of stray photons needed
◼ Detecting terrestrial HFGWs may be less
demanding than detecting relic HFGWs
◼

The end

